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We iir¢!ili discussion with Waitak~re City Council concerning our intention to ask you to
revoke our status as an approved organisation. This will undoubtedly have an impact
as, unl.ess some other arrangement can be put in place, the 8 full-time salaried
inspectors operating in Waitak~re City and attending to all animal welfare incidents in
the district will cease to be able to do so and all those matters will be referred to the
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry's Compliance Unit. We know, because MAF
officers have told us, MAF does not have the resources to do this work. The alternative
is that all animal welfare calls to Waitakere City are referred to the SPCA who ~
also advised that there is no way they can take over that degree of~load with
(;::; A
existing and diminishing resources.
While this is a matter for Waitakere City we understand that
place with the Royal New Zealand SPCA to ensure th
compromised.
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This whole experience is more than you can ask of a voluntary ga~·s
· n h nee our
request that we be relieved of that responsibility anedu revo
pointment
as an approved organisation with effect from~
~ te to enable
elve ~ account of the
Waitakere City Council and the SPCA to reorga ·
impact of our decision.
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In $hOrt Minister- we've had enough.
We have set out our reasons for our decisi

·

att~ument.

~ ~~

Youffi sincerely

!AJN~··· d:f;}
©) ~
~~
Wyn Hoadley
Trustee (chair)

Neil Wells
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REASONS FOR DECISION OF THE ANIMAl WELFARE INSTITUTE
OF NEW ZEALAND TO REQUEST THAT THE MINISTER REVOKES
ITS ACCREDITATION AS AN APPROVED ORGANISATION
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Allegations of fraud
MAF is not competent to investigate fraud. From the outset MAF should have told
Haden to report her allegations to the Police or the Serious Fraud Office. And that
should have been the end of it instead of spending thousands of dollars of taxpayer
funds on this investigation. It had already come out in evidence from Haden in the court
proceedings that she had tried to complain to the Police and the Serious Fraud Office
but neither would take her complaint. What right then did MAF have to investigate a
allegation of fraud with no competency nor mandate to do so. The allegations of fr
were already before the Court. There was no need for MAF to sEely mo
a
"
di
i
inquiry into t~at allegation when that issue was ce~tral to the C
commenced 1n 2006 - and MAF Assurance and R1sk knew that.
e ou
objected to the reference to fraud in the terms of reference bu
au~~ sed
to take that term out on the grounds that the terms of ret
ce
re not IIJ€{(; o 1able
and it was the Minister who had approved the• terms of refe en . W~l
ed ter that
that was yet another misrepresentation by a MAF offici .
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th~·

allegation of
As already noted we have only recently been info
Haden to MAF was that some fraud had been p
. ~Co foUnd that not
only was that false, it was so defamatory that sh
s e~
o pay $57,500 in
damages plus costs of $60,000+. MAF Ass
Rl«~ u
le to say there Was
ever any evidence of fraud but leaves inn
i
e~
(jOrt
t there may have been
but they could not find evidence of it.
\)-

the~ kne~·

We wondered at times whether
their actions - or were they simpl n
justify an action that should never ha

consequences might be of
· n determined to find fault to
~ · st place.
·s .· ing

~ A~
~·~so~at pains

MAF Investigation

'V

MAF Assurance and
to say that it was not an
investigation - it "w~ dit.
1nv.estigation was never a normal audit.
AWINZ/Animal Welf
ak
experienced audits carried out by MAF
compliance office~ve e
ears. They were all positive, transparent and
~e
surance and Risk audit was anything but and no
helpful interchan ·~
protestation~ Assuran
nd Risk will convince us that it was anything but an
investigatio
u~om)Setently.
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The inv igati . t~~
~~ature of an accusatorial process that has been justified
in the ·n
~·
!iJf· Is with innuendo cloaked in terms like "perception" or "we
caul
f
evi
at ... ".

su~ei'

at it was an investigation, the response was that the audit was

A~port to the Minister on the criteria set out in the Act and that MAF
~~owing

that the criteria were being complied with - that after 10 years
udits! If that is the case MAF has no way of knowing if any of the 50
anisations (SPCAs) are also meeting the criteria of the Act. Nonetheless,
of the compliance audits of AWINZ/Waitakere Animal Welfare has there been a
t compliance requirement that impacted on the operational aspects of the
mme. There were non-compliance recommendations concerning the frequency
on meetings and concerning the filing of statistical reports and the keeping of
records, all of which have been corrected.
of an
app
in

At no stage has MAF indicated that AWINZ was not performing to their expectation.
Indeed, although not held as regularly as anticipated, liaison meetings with MAF
Animal Welfare Group have been positive and transparent and at no stage has MAF
expressed any concerns at those meetings. It had been acknowledged though that the
Performance and Technical Standards and the Memorandum of Understanding needed
review with the advantage of experience and hindsight. That process had started but
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wt;T~ .th$n>sUspended for something like 1~ months while MAF's investigation was in

progress.
Ov~r;::tll,

Minister, we found the activities and attitudes of the MAF Assurance and Risk
team to be highhanded, aggressive, unre~ponsive, and unsympathetic and pursued
with a vigour unbecoming an arm of government.
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Impact on SPCAs
The conditions which MAF Assurance and Risk now seek to impose as conditions for
an approved organisation can only be seen as setting standards that no voluntary
organisation could reasonably achieve. Further, there had been no consultation with
other approved organisations who will be affected. On more than one occasion when
we met the Assurance and Risk Team we had made the point that there needs to be
transparency and equity across all approved organisations and that any attempt by
MAF to establish standards on AWINZ must also be imposed equally on all SPCAs.
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Only in the last few months did MAF start discussions with the RNZSPCA about the
future of compliance audits of its Branches.

Financial audits
We have made it clear to MAF Assurance and Risk that the New Zealand Law Society
has recommended that, in the wake of the Charities Act, any lawyer acting for small
and medium charities recommend amending the requirement for financial audits and
instead require financial review in accordance with the New Zealand Society ~
Accountants standards. Yet MAF still insists that audits are carriem t~ the au~~
standards of the NZSA. Small voluntary organisations can't afford thaW'
~

Improper use of the OIA
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We believe that MAF has paid scant regard to protecting th
as a
statutory approved organisation. In particular M.• AF has failed to H e
to ection
9 of the OIA, by not protecting the privacy of pers~o(2)~a
· ·
protect
members of an organisation, officers, and empiio r
i
ressure or
r r u~of i ial information
harassment (s 9(2)g)); and failed to prevent the di
for improper gain or improper advantage (s~29
~~
ourse say that·
t ·
p t MAF Legal have
AWINZ is not an organisation envisaged by t ~ .
tried to assert that approved organisati~n.
. .~ jec
t1i
lA. Whether that is
legally correct or not, MAF had a moral o · ·
prot ~ NZ and failed to do so.
MAF know full"· well that Haden will s~e . of
rt under the OIA and even
gi
y. Where in the OIA can a
ventured to say that she will autom ·.a
department of state make a commitm
r·~ ocument before the document
even exists. Knowing that Ha~ill get a ~o~/ot)their report MAF Assurance and
nt1 ed ~··· uendo and errors of fact that serve
Risk has in a cavalier fashion
no purpose other than to ~ ~d~ tive mind - yet they know that Haden
will get their report.
.
Asking us to put docu~~· ~· ds on a regular basis on every aspect of our
operation and thus ~~ c · ·
each of Grace Haden under the OIA, or any
other crackpot, is t ~oo to ~~
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We were tak~e hear th~AF Legal had decided that Grace Haden would be
allowed to re
ntir~vy~z file, with some exceptions of what we don't know.
Our conc~a nf~·;:e~~n we saw what malicious and vexatious use Haden put
that in
·
to, ~ · g the launch of a new website in violation of .Court
injun i
.
AF~~~E Cl this by feeding her more documents wh. ich were inevitably
go· .
?th~s1 a breach of Court injunctions . Where in the OIA is that
r.
We

e~~";

ad to take a separate action to the Domain Names Commission at

some~t<td2~ website taken down that contained documents supplied by MAF and

then

e
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manner that contravene injunctions issued by Judge Joyce.

ay we can protect ourselves from this continuing harassment is to remove
s from the grips of the OIA and not be an approved organisation at all. That
en we deal with .confidential work such as film monitoring we won't be exposing
w
ourselves, nor our clients, to the prying eyes of MAF auditors who then make records
that will be released· under the OIA.
rse

We understand that the Ombudsman Office may have a different view.
We would suggest that the Government should be concerned about the State
resources that are being expended on meeting the demands of querulous and
vexatious OIA requests. It is time the Government looked at enabling the Ombudsman
to declare a person vexatious.
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!WIAF~$'p(.lr¢eption of conflicts of interest

rviAFAss~;~nce

and Risk's comments about their perceived conflict of interest shows
thgt th~y have no concept that a major, part of service delivery of animal welfare
enforcement is carried out by voluntary ·.inspectors who welcome the opportunity,
limlt~o though it is, to become independent film monitors to at least get a little income
to help them with their voluntary SPCA activities. And yet MAF Assurance and Risk is
prepared. to judge as a perceived conflict of interest if an appointed ln5sr
occasionally acts as an independent film 'T'·. onitor. There was o~e
· stance on
the last 8 years of a voluntary SPCA Inspector in the South lslan
·
ngaflP~ a
~
independent film monitor and it was only for·a few days. ~
This is absurd. Is MAF Assurance and Risk saying th
· ca~ is a
ive onflict
'nterest in
perception, as obscure as it might be, that:. there is a p
being a voluntary inspector and also being:
~
• a career farmer or farm worker,
~
• a veterinarian,
()
• a lab technician,
~
()
• an animal wrangler.
~~
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If MAF forces voluntary inspectors to den~ e
'O.~rtunity of occasionally
being able to accept some paid cas~ul
~
su~li
unpaid voluntary work,
then the possibility is that some will
& iyh· · e up their warrants. New
Zealand is too small a country not ~o~~e e
- Is.
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Impact on voluntary app~~

ions

Even though the SPCA is
in cant i-Q_'((o o the non-governmental delivery of
animal welfare enforcem
e~ wa~atte pt by the MAF audit team to discuss
service delivery with th
d
~ , ow it really does operate in the field and
thus establish a bench
r, .
e
· g that MAF· Assurance and Risk has made
assumptions that
·
el ·
to reality. We are aware that MAF is now
AWINZ. It is a p~

I

e the victim in order for this change to happen.

We know t~~~:_:nnot p ·. e animal welfare enforcement functions without the
NGO sect
· h~~j~5 or 6 full-time dedicated animal welfare inspectors
nationa~.
It 1
~~~~~~ton the support of NGOs.
W~
nee ~
d we expressed this to the MAF audit team, that MAF has
ex
· a~lt_\ in auditing and commenting on activities of AWINZ that fall
· s~n approved organisation. We made the point that if MAF does
es~o
WINZ it must also do this in respect of the other 50 approved
·
.
ead, we understand that o. ther approved organisations (namely
ba
t RNZSPCA) will no longer be subjected to direct MAF audits.
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ot a matter that the trustees of AWINZ need to consider any more, as
you will need to consider whether MAF is actually setting up a path that could
the collapse of the voluntary sector of animal welfare compliance, and in so
impose on the government an expenditure in excess of $12 million a year to set
government organisation that can have any hope of taking over the 24/7 voluntary
non-governmental enforcer;nent of the Animal Welfare Act.
Min'

Cost to the Taxpayer
Surely MAF could have approached this in a different manner without so much angst,
particularly if it is prepared to initiate an investigation on the complaint of one person
who has already been declared by the court to be relentless and vindictive. This, when
MAF Animal Welfare Directorate is currently trying to engage with the voluntary sector
on enhancing the NGO role in animal welfare compliance.
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